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•

Professor 5.S. Maimela, a deep thinker, writer and publisher of
two books and several very important theological articles, has
again come up with a very good book which addresses pressing
issues which are haunting many concerned christians in South
Africa today.

His book that is writen in his typical flowing and simple style
and with very little verbosity is divided into three sections:

The first part which is fairly long does a socia-theological
analysis of the churches, their theological and church-political
activity. In this regard the author argues very forcefully and
convincingly against the well known hypocritical tendencies of
comfortable christians who want to separate theology and
politics, worship and political activity. According to the author
such separation is unbiblical and unrealistic. In this way
Maimela opens the way for the reader to follow him as he
systematically discusses the failure of the English and
Afrikaans speaking churches to develop a theology that can
combat racism and exploitation in our country.
Dealing with these groups of churches one after the other, he
shows why and how the English speaking churches privatized
religion and banished God from the social sphere as wei' as
how the Afrikaans churches co-opted calvinist christianity and
turned it into their tribal religion. In this situation it became
imperative for Black churches to search for a new theology that
could avoid the above mentioned pitfalls and contribute
resources for the eradication of racism and exploitation of
Black people in South Africa. Black Theology emerged as the
theology. It criticizes the above theologies and unashamedly
affirms God's liberative intervention in human history.
In its critical function, Black Theology criticizes the manner in
which the concept of Israel has been appropriated in White
Theology and politics. It also criticizes white theological
anthropology that tends to inhibit the growth of maturity and
acceptance of responsibility for the daunting task of changing
society.
The second part, which is the heart of Maimela's work, deals
with the history, definition of Black Theology and its connection
to Black Consciousness and Black Power. Here, God is
believed and worshipped as the God of the Oppressed who
intervenes in concrete struggles of the Oppressed. Methodo-
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logical changes and Innovations which became necessary for
Black Theology to break loose from the domination of White
Theology and chart a new path are discussed. Here too, some
concepts that are central to christian faith are discussed from
the black theological perspective, resulting in their
concretization. Jesus Christ is historicized by emphasizing on
his actions, words and their impact on the affairs of people of
his time in Palestine. Traditional understanding of atonement is
criticized and corrected by a redefinition of sin. Sin is
something concrete and social. Hence, salvation Is inevitably
also concrete and social.
The last part of this very interesting book deals with appropriate
christian action under the banner of Jesus Christ the life of the
world. In short, in this section, Maimela motivates
transformative action on the grounds of God's victory over the
power of evil as it has been achieved through the death of Jesus
and manifested as well as confirmed in his resurrection.
Christians are empowered and given wisdom in their struggle
against evil attitudes of their oppressors, structures of
oppression and exploitation. They are called to engage in this
task by God who is on the side of those who suffer.
Reading this book, I could not but ask myself whether black
theologians should still redefine traditional theological
concepts. Doing that still keeps Black Theology within the orbit
of the theologies it is criticizing. What I think should be done is
for black theologians to read the bible with their own eyes and
relate the message in their own way and using symbols and
metaphors that are Indigenous to the black community.
Proclaim Freedom to my People stili remains a powerful book, a
must, not only for theologians but also for every christian who is
serious about the liberation of theology and the. oppressed.
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,
In this very courageous and almost prophetic book, Albert
Nolan sets out to construct a relevant and highly contextualized
understanding of the gospel in South Africa. With deep insight,
Nolan analyses what he perceives to be God's actions in this
polarized and conflict·ridden land in order to demonstrate that
what God is at present doing is genuinely the good news for the
poor and oppressed.
Apart from the short introduction, the book comprises of ten
lucidly written chapters which are perceptive and make for an
interesting reading.-In chapters 1-5 Nolan defines the meaning
of the gospel and attempts to show the sense in which the
gospel could become good news to the poor. He then proceeds
to discuss the biblical understanding of sin and to relate that
understanding to the suffering which the majority of Blacks
suffer under the apartheid system. This suffering has so
angered God that God has in turn decided to take a preferential
option for the poor and oppressed who are sinned against. This
is followed by an indepth social analysis in order to lay bare the
.mechanism of oppression and control employed by the
apartheid system. Nolan then returns to a detailed discussion
of sin in the context of the South African situation.

In chapters 6-11, Nolan examines the theme of salvation as
outlined in the Bible, and tries to demonstrate how salvation
properly understood creates and is the source of hope for those
who struggle for justice and freedom. In so doing it becomes
the good news to the poor and oppressed. Also salvation not
only gives hope but also challenges people to repentence and
to confront sin in all its manifestation without ethical
compromises. More importantly, salvation bestows a new life
which enables the oppressed to risk their lives and face death at
the hands of the oppressor, knowing that it is Easter, not Good
Friday, but which has the last word over them. Nolan concludes
his book by mapping out what sort of actions the church must
be engaged in if it wants to become a partner in God's liberative
mission in South Africa, thereby becoming the preacher of the
gospel as the good news to the poor and oppressed.
Being a fellow student of liberation theology, I find myself
agreeing with almost everything that Nolan says in this book.
But being a Black theologian I feel constrained to make several
critical remakrs, not about what Nolan says but, about what he
omits to say in his book. Firstly, Nolan is obviously committed
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to the ideology of united South Africa "that is thoroughly non·
racial, democratic at every level, liberated from political
ooppression" (p.220). While I share this ideal, I am
uncomfortable about Nolan's unwillingness to accept the fact
the oppression he is describing in South Africa is not
colourless but a racial one. Not everybody is oppressed the
same way, for it is the white minority government that
oppresses the black majority. Consequently, until Nolan is
prepared to look seriously at South Africa from this perspective,
he will be unable to confront and help his fellow dominant
Whites to confess their sin of racial oppression.
Secondly, as a Black theologian I believe that a serious defect in
Nolan's theology lies in his attempt to silence the voice of
Black theology of liberation while promoting a laudable but
distant Latin American theology of liberation. This can be seen
from the fact that even though there are hundreds of articles,
chapters and significant books on Black theology, Nolan has
Quoted only a few Black theologians while the book is replete
with Quotations from Latin American theologians. This leads
me to wonder whether his non·racial ideology has blinded him
to the existence of Black theology. If this should turn out to be
the case, then a serious Question is raised about Nolan's own
locus in society in relation to the Black struggle for liberation,
especially because the church in South Africa is largely black in
membership. I am persuaded that any relevant theology which
lays a claim to being genuinely committed to the struggle and
liberation of black masses from their white oppressors
necessarily discredits itself if it is unwilling to come to terms
with Black theology of liberation in and through which the
agenda and perimeters of authentic liberation of oppressed
Blacks is articulated by Blacks themselves.
May I mention that even the Latin American theologians whom
Nolan Quotes approvingly have had to be.called to order and
forced to confess their sin of omission of the problem of racial
oppression in Latin America at the General Assembly of the
Ecumenical Association of Third World Theologians in
Oaxtepec, Mexico (1986). As a result programmes are afoot in
Brazil and other countries to try to challenge any attempted
denial that there exist in Latin America the sin of racial pride
which must be brought to the surface, confronted and
overcome alongside problems of class and male sexist
domination. Albert Nolan would be well advised to take his cue
from his Latin American counterparts who have realized that no
liberation theologian worth his/her salt can afford to hide his
face in the sand and not make the sin of white racial oppression
an important part of hisJher theological agenda.
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Thirdly, without sounding racialist, one needs to point out that
Nolan, as a white person, should have been more humble and
not try to speak on behalf of Blacks. In his repeated use of the
phrase "the people" (pp.158-166), Nolan gives the impression
that the Black struggle for freedom which he eloquently
discusses is one which he himself is a part as a black person.
To be sure, being in solidarity with oppressed Blacks Is
welcome but pretense that one is one of them is unacceptable
distortion of facts. As a white theologian coming from a white
middle-class background and having had a privileged first rate
education means that Nolan, like most Whites, has options
which are not open to the black masses. Among others, he can
choose to be in solidarity with the oppressed black masses,live
with and share meals with them to a very limited extent. But
then he can always slip back Into the white suburbia where he
can have a nice Shower, better food and enjoy the leisure of
being an erudite theologian who reads books, reflects on
profound issues of the day and writes theology. Therefore
because of these privileges it Is not acceptable that he should
try to present himself as if he Is one of the so-called people who
are really on the cutting·edge of the black struggle for liberation
from white racial oppression.
Furthermore, because Nolan does not wish to talk about the
racial nature of our conflictual situation between Whites and
Blacks he also gives the wrong impression that many Whites
are involved in the Trade Unions, students revolts, consumer
boycotts et cetera to bring about an end of white racial
domination. Indeed one is tempted to ask him: How many
Whites is he talking about who dance to and sing liberdtlon
songs, risk their jobs, are detained, tortured and killed for black
liberation (pp.158-160)? Nolan needs to answer this question
because if it were true that many Whites were genuinely
Involved in the liberation struggle the so-called racial problem In
South Africa would have long been brought to an end. In reality,
the contrary is true, because as he knows so well in election
after election white voters have given explicit support to the
minority white government which perpetuates racial
domination and oppression against which the black majority
are struggling to free themselves.
The above critical comments notwithstanding I commend this
book to this otherwise readable and thought provoking book.
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Charles Villa·Vicencio, a prolific writer especially on theological
themes which are socially very relevant, has again collected
good essays by several reputable activists, thinkers and writers
and put together a book that is important for all theologians in
South Africa, especially today.
At a time when many christians are eager to debate and gain
understanding, clarity and direction on many issues ranging
from Church state relations, the legitimacy of the South African
state, the use of force to bring about political change, to
socialism as a socia-economic option for a liberated South
Africa, this book has come very timely.
In a country in which the reformed tradition is very<lominant in
that it is Calvinists who forced us into the present mass and
who have a difficulty getting us out, it was wise for VillaVicencio and the other writers to look at this tradition again,
especially as it is interpreted by Karl Barth. As Villa-Vicencio
contends, christians who are committed to change cannot
leave this tradition in the hands of conservative christians who
would want the status quo to be perpetually underpinned by it.
The progressive resources of this tradition have to be reclaimed
and utilized for changing the consciousness of christians in
South Africa.
Reading these essays, one gains knowledge on whether there
is a relationship between theology and socialism, on why the
Dutch Reformed Churches chose Kuyper, a DutCh theologian
who was very influential in Holland, to be the g'uiding force in
the 1930s up until the 195Os, at the expense of Karl Barth who
opposed nazism very forcefully in Germany. Those who wish to
bring Barth in from the cold, so to speak, will gain valuable
arguments on how to interprete Romans 13, as well as see the
Belhar Confession in a new light and understand it better.
It is common knowledge that it is extremely difficult to evaluate
a collection of articles and express an all-embracing opinion
about them. On Villa-Vicencio's present collection, one dares to
say that every reader who will lay his/her hands on this book will
find .it almost impossible to isolate one article that is not ,worth
reac;1mg.
This book is highly commendable to theologians, serious'
students of theology and lay people.
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